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Space-time dynamics of genome replication studied with super-resolved 
microscopy 
Perspective article

ABSTRACT

Genome replication requires duplication of the complete set of DNA sequences together 
with nucleosomes and epigenetic signatures. Notwithstanding profound knowledge 

on mechanistic details of DNA replication, major problems of genome replication have re-
mained unresolved. In this perspective article, we consider the accessibility of replication 
machines to all DNA sequences in due course, the maintenance of functionally important 
positional and structural features of chromatid domains during replication, and the rapid 
transition of CTs into prophase chromosomes with two chromatids. We illustrate this prob-
lem with EdU pulse-labeling (10 min) and chase experiments (80 min) performed with mouse 
myeloblast cells. Following light optical serial sectioning of nuclei with 3D structured illu-
mination microscopy (SIM), seven DNA intensity classes were distinguished as proxies for 
increasing DNA compaction. In nuclei of cells fixed immediately after the pulse-label, we 
observed a relative under-representation of EdU-labeled DNA in low DNA density classes, 
representing the active nuclear compartment (ANC), and an over-representation in high den-
sity classes representing the inactive nuclear compartment (INC). Cells fixed after the chase 
revealed an even more pronounced shift to high DNA intensity classes. This finding con-
trasts with previous studies of the transcriptional topography demonstrating an under-rep-
resentation of epigenetic signatures for active chromatin and RNAPII in high DNA intensity 
classes and their over-representation in low density classes. We discuss these findings in 
the light of current models viewing CDs either as structural chromatin frameworks or as 
phase-separated droplets, as well as methodological limitations that currently prevent an 
integration of this contrasting evidence for the spatial nuclear topography of replication and 
transcription into a common framework of the dynamic nuclear architecture.

INTRODUCTION

THE ERA OF THE 4D NUCLEOME RESEARCH

When the first, still unfinished reports of human genome sequencing were 
published in 2001, little was known about how the space-time dynamics of nu-
clear organization influences the gene expression patterns of different cell types 
[1]. During the last two decades, Hi-C together with a wealth of other molec-
ular biological tools as well as advanced microscopy, have led into the era of 
4D nucleome research [2-8]. This research has revealed an intricate space-time 
organization of nuclei with chromosome territories (CTs) built up from chroma-
tin domains (CDs) with a DNA content in the order of 1 Mb. However, we still 
do not understand, how the 4D nucleome dynamically interacts from the level 
of the smallest chromatin structures to the level of entire CTs and possibly even 
larger networks of interacting CTs and how it is maintained during genome rep-
lication in cycling cells. In addition to epigenetic modifications, spatiotemporal 
changes of chromatin compaction and arrangements play a crucial role in cell 
type-specific gene expression patterns and other nuclear functions.

DNA REPLICATION, A KEY PROCESS OF NUCLEAR FUNCTION

In cycling cells, this functional 4D architecture must be transmitted from one 
cell cycle to the next. Replication of CTs with a single chain of CDs present in G1 
yields CTs with two sister chromatids in G2. The resulting spacetime architec-
ture of G2-CTs must allow the seemingly instantaneous formation of prophase 
chromosomes with two chromatids and the formation of daughter nuclei, pre-
serving all functionally important structural features of the mother nucleus not-
withstanding modifications necessitated by cell differentiation. Many details 
and mechanisms of how this is accomplished, have remained elusive.

 At the molecular level, extensive knowledge has been gained on the rep-
lication process [9-13]. Already in G1, accumulating prereplication complexes 
mark about 30.000–50.000 replication origin sites in mammalian cell nuclei, al-
lowing the gradual accumulation of interacting components at replication or-
igin sites [14]. This gradual assembly yields functional replisome complexes 
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during S-phase. Replisomes are complex macromolecular 
machineries [15] where an individual replisome controls 
and accomplishes DNA replication in discrete units (repli-
cons) with a mean length of 175kb (Fig. 1A), for review see 
[9,10,12,13]. Microscopic studies have essentially contribut-
ed to the current state of knowledge on replication [16]. For 
instance, early studies on stretched DNA fibers, prepared 
from nuclei after pulse-replication labeling, revealed that 
several adjacent replicons are synchronously activated re-
sulting in replication domains (RDs) with a length of ~0.5 
– 1Mb [17] (Fig. 1B). Several RDs can be arranged in blocks 
up to ~10 Mb with similar replication times [18].

2D and 3D microscopic studies on replication labeled in-
terphase nuclei demonstrated the genome-wide partitioning 
into discrete structural entities, called replication domains 
(RDs) with typical replication patterns for early, mid and 
late replication [19]. These patterns have been evolutionary 

conserved [20,21] and indicate the tight coupling of replica-
tion timing with nuclear architecture (Fig. 1C).

Globally, transcriptionally competent/active gene-rich 
domains in the nuclear interior replicate early, followed by 
(mid)-replication of more condensed chromatin domains 
harboring repressed DNA, preferentially located at the 
nuclear and nucleolar periphery. Heterochromatin blocks, 
largely constituted by repetitive sequences in clusters of 
pericentomeric heterochromatin (chromocenters), represent 
the major part of late replicating chromatin, for review see 
[11,22]. RDs were microscopically defined as ~1Mb chro-
matin domains (CDs) [23,24] (see below for further details). 
They persist as stable chromatin units throughout inter-
phase and during subsequent cell cycles. Using super-res-
olution microscopy, RDs can be optically resolved down 
to clusters of a few single replicons (150–200 kb) [25,26] or 
even smaller structures [27,28].

Figure 1. DNA replication in one and three dimensions. (A) Simplified scheme of DNA replication along the DNA strand starting with the activation of the replication 
machinery (replisome) at a replication origin site (marked as blue ellipsoids) with bidirectional unwinding and subsequent reduplication of the DNA strand. An individual 
replisome controls and accomplishes DNA replication in discrete units (replicons) with a mean length of ~175kb (for references see text). (B) Early microscopic evidence 
(“1D-microscopy”) for distinct replication sites and estimation of replication speed) on stretched DNA fibers after pulse labeling of CHO nuclei with 3H thymidine for dif-
ferent time length. The predicted calculated length of a stretched DNA fiber is 0.34 µm/kbp. Values for the 8, 24 and 40 min label times fit quite well with today’s accepted 
replication speed of ~2kb/min (Fig. modified from [17]). (C) Single optical sections of super-resolved images after EdU labeling obtained by 3D-structured illumination 
microscopy (3D-SIM). Typical replication patterns for early, mid and late replication in interphase nuclei demonstrate the tight coupling of replication time with genome 
architecture.
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CHALLENGING ISSUES OF DNA REPLICATION 
IN THE CONTEXT OF A FUNCTIONAL 
NUCLEAR ARCHITECTURE

Figure 2A presents an overview on a recent study on 
true-to-scale DNA-density maps of chromatin where abso-
lute chromatin compaction differences in the range between 
<5 Mb/μm3 up to >300 Mb/μm3 were described using sin-
gle molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) [29]. Such 
massive differences, if confirmed by future studies, have a 
strong impact on the accessibility of individual macromo-
lecular complexes to their DNA target sites such as the repli-
some assembly [30]. According to Maeshima and colleagues 
[31,32], nucleosome arrangements at a density <40 Mb/
µm3 provide sufficient space to allow a high degree of ac-
cessibility for macromolecular protein complexes that have 
been typically assigned with a size >20nm diameter [32,33]. 
Above this density (marked in brown color in Fig. 2A) their 
accessibility becomes severely constrained for individual 
macromolecules, and access of macromolecular aggregates 
formed outside is excluded, for review see [34].

Figure 2B–E show state-of-the-art models of chromatin 
landscapes and problems, which arise when we consider 
genome replication in the context of these models. Spatial 
access of replication machines may be taken for granted 
on the assumption of expanded chromatin loops (Fig. 2B), 
whereas the access to highly compacted chromatin provides 
a challenging problem (Fig. 2C).

Both microscopy and Hi-C studies demonstrated chro-
mosome territories built up from ~1 Mb sized CDs or topo-
logically associating domains (TADs) composed of multiple 
nucleosome clutches and chromatin nanodomains (CNDs) 
[27,28] as basic substructures of chromosome territories 
(CTs). The DNA content of microscopically defined CDs is 
comparable to estimates for TADs detected in Hi-C experi-
ments. TADs and CDs/RDs are used synonymously [13,35]. 
This equivalence, however, neglects the profound differenc-
es of both methods to describe different aspects of higher 
order chromatin structures above the level of individual by 
nucleosome. For a critical comparison see also Supplemen-
tary Table 1 in [36]), namely folding of chromatin fibers, the 
superior task area of contact-matrix based Hi-C studies, and 
the quantitative analysis of DNA/chromatin compaction 
and intranuclear positions, the field of high-resolution mi-
croscopy.

Despite intense ongoing research, the space-time orga-
nization of CDs has remained a challenging problem. Ev-
idence has been reported for both microphase separation 
of chromatin droplets [31,35] and for a defined structural 
organization [2,37]. Transitions between states of phase-sep-
aration and a defined structural organization seem possible 

Figure 2. Problems of genome replication in the context of higher order chro-
matin landscapes. (A) 100 nm optical mid-section with 20 nm lateral resolution 
through a mouse fibroblast nucleus recorded with single molecule localization 
microscopy (SMLM), adopted from [29]. DNA was stained with Sytox and color 
coded (see color bar code) for representation of absolute DNA densities noted 
within the ANC <40 Mb/µm3. Inset magnification of boxed area: white=inter-
chromatin compartment (IC); blue/green/orange = perichromatin region (PR), 
assigned to the active nuclear compartment (ANC); dark red/brown = compact 
chromatin with densities >40 Mb/µm3 up to >300 Mb/µm3 (INC).  Scheme of 
replication complex adapted from [70]. (B) Cartoon of a topologically associated 
domain (TAD based on Hi-C) shows the folding of a contiguous chromatin fiber 
(modified from Fig. 4 in [69]). The access of individual components and large ma-
cromolecular complexes into the interior appears virtually unrestricted but may 
be constrained depending on the space-time dynamics of the fiber convolute. (C) 
Cartoon of an ~1 Mb chromatin domain (CD) based on 3D-SIM data shows a 
repressed core with densely compacted nucleosomes indicated as little grey dots 
(INC) and a decondensed periphery (ANC) with transcriptionally active loops 
expanding from the compact core (adapted from Fig. 6 in [37]). (D) Cartoon of the 
nanoscale topography of CDs embedded in the chromatin landscape (adapted 
from Fig. 6 in [37]) indicates a zonal map of a mountainous chromatin landscape 
with a repressed zone in the center (INC). IC-channels and lacunae are lined by 
the PR. Together they constitute the transcriptionally active ANC. These prono-

unced differences of DNA compaction suggest constrained movements of repli-
some complexes in the ANC and exclusion from highly compacted chromatin 
segments (E) The ANC-INC model predicts that genome replication, in addition 
to the replication of DNA nucleosome and epigenetic markers, requires the faith-
ful maintenance of the nuclear landscape. Accordingly, replication of a mother 
CD in G1 should yield two sister CDs during or after S-phase with the same insi-
de-outside structure. The underlying mechanisms have remained elusive. In con-
trast, this problem would not exist for CD models with a random chromatin fiber 
arrangement or a droplet-like organization based on chromatin phase separation. 
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[38]. In this respect, the size of the investigated structures 
plays a decisive role. Whereas small CDs or smaller struc-
tures, such as chromatin nanodomains and nucleosome 
clutches can behave like chromatin droplets, a structural 
organization is evident for CTs and in particular for mitotic 
chromosomes, which require physical stiffness and rigid-
ity for proper separation [39]. Ronald Hancock pioneered 
research into the role of macromolecular crowding in the 
assembly and function of nuclear compartments [40-42]. 
Arguably, in the presence of cations and a macromolecular 
crowder. CDs can take on the state of liquid droplets that 
become stiffer, more solid-like and further condensed by 
additional crowders [43].

Our currently favored model argues for a well-defined 
structural organization of CDs with a compact core region 
present in the CD interior, attributable to the inactive nu-
clear compartment (INC) and a transcriptionally active pe-
riphery, the active nuclear compartment (ANC) [2,37,44] 
(Fig. 2C–D). Nuclear landscapes show a nanoscale zonal 
organization of CDs (Fig. 2D) with density peaks forming a 
highly compacted repressed core in the center, surrounded 
by a decondensed periphery, the perichromatin region (PR) 
[45] where active chromatin loops [31,37] expand into the 
lining interchromatin compartment (IC), a system of wid-
er lacunae largely void of chromatin but containing nuclear 
speckles and bodies and of channels connected to nuclear 
pores [36,46-48]. Microscopic studies support diameters of 
CDs between 200–400 nm [37]. However, it is difficult to 
delineate individual CDs in the mountainous chromatin 
density landscape illustrated in (Fig. 2A). Caution is recom-
mended when comparing such data from different studies, 
as measurements are strongly influenced by the inclusion of 
a decondensed periphery or of only the compact core region 
and can be influenced by fixation protocols. Furthermore, 
it is important to realize that liquid droplet models of CD 
organization and structural models have strongly different 
biophysical implications for CD duplication [49]. For exam-
ple, in a structured CD individual DNA sequences may be 
permanently located within the center of the compact core 
region. A positional change toward the periphery in order 
to form a transcriptionally competent loop may require a 
particular molecular mechanism. In a liquid droplet, by 
contrast, positions are permanently changeable. According-
ly, a sequence recorded at the center of the core region in a 
high-resolution live cell snap shot may be found soon after 
at its surface.

Figure 2E illustrates implications of CD duplication based 
on our currently favored model. When a mother chromatid 
domain (mCD) present in CTs at G1 of the cell cycle yields 
two homologous sister chromatid domains (sCDs) during 
S-phase, functionally important structural features of the 
mCD must be maintained during replication or restored 
thereafter. How long this spatial reconstruction takes is not 
known. Problems of a special reconstruction are mitigated 
in droplet models of CDs. Here, the internal organization 
of CDs is based on inherent features of phase separation 
and does not require special mechanisms for movements 
of nucleosome clutches towards the CD periphery prior 
to replication and back into interior movement thereafter. 
Moreover, in G2-chromosome territories sCDs are arranged 

along the two newly formed sister chromatids. The actual 
spatial arrangements of these interphase sister chromatids 
are still not well understood, but they must meet the func-
tional requirements to separate and form the two chroma-
tids of prophase chromosomes at the onset of mitosis, as 
well as the formation of daughter nuclei, preserving func-
tionally important structural features.

TOPOGRAPHY OF DNA REPLICATION 
COMPARED WITH TRANSCRIPTION IN THE 
CONTEXT OF THE ANC-INC MODEL

Previously, our research team demonstrated that tran-
scription occurs in the ANC [36,44,47,48]. These experiments 
were performed with 3D structured illumination microsco-
py (3D-SIM) and quantitative image analysis of SIM serial 
sections of nuclei following immune-cytochemical detection 
of RNA Polymerase II (RNAPII) and epigenetic markers as-
sociated with transcriptionally competent or silent chroma-
tin, respectively [34]. Essential features of this approach and 
pertinent results are summarized in Fig. 3.

In the present study, we used this approach to study the 
nuclear topography of replication domains (RDs). Cells 
were pulse-labeled for 10 min with EdU, and fixed either 
immediately or after a chase of 80 min, considered sufficient 
for the completion of DNA duplication of a pulse-labeled 
RD/CD. As our working hypothesis, we predicted to ob-
serve the same topography for DNA replication as previous-
ly found for transcription (Fig. 3E). Experiments described 
below clearly argue against this hypothesis. We discuss the 
consequences of this rejection both with regard to method-
ological shortcomings of our preliminary study, in particu-
lar the resolution limit of 3D SIM and potential limits of the 
pulse-labeling (10 min) and chase period (~80 min), but also 
with regard to limitations of and contradictions between 
current models of CD/TAD organization.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

CELLS
PMI28 cells, a near-diploid mouse myoblast cell line, were 

grown in HAM-F10 Medium supplemented with 20% FCS 
and 1× Penicillin/Streptomycin. To prevent differentiation 
into myotubes, cells were constantly kept in subconfluent 
culture conditions. Mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs), 
derived from the clone 16.7 of a Mus musculus × Mus cas-
taneus hybrid female mESC line were grown in DMEM 
with GlutaMAX medium, supplemented with 16% FBS, 
1× Non-essential amino acids, 0.1 mM β-Mercaptoethanol. 
Maintenance of the undifferentiated state was achieved by 
adding 1000 U/ml LIF, 1μM PD 0325901, 1 μM CHIR 99021 
to the medium. In addition, care was taken to thoroughly 
separate cells during the passage procedure and to prevent 
the formation of large colonies.

PULSE REPLICATION-LABELING OF REPLICATION 
DOMAINS (RDS), FIXATION AND DNA STAINING

For pulse-replication labeling cells were incubated in me-
dium containing 5-Ethynyl-dU (EdU) at a final concentra-
tion of 10 μM for 10 min. After 10min incubation in EdU, 
cells were washed in 1xPBS, and fixed with 2% formalde-
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hyde/PBS for 15min. Cells were washed in 1xPBS and incu-
bated with 0.5 U/ml RNase A and 20 U/ml RNase T1 (Am-
bion, USA) for 1 h at 37oC, followed by permeabilization 
with 0.5% Triton X-100/PBS/ Tween 0.02% for 10 min. EdU 
detection was performed by a Cu(I) catalyzed cycloaddition 
reaction that covalently attaches a fluorescent dye (azide 
modified Atto655 for mouse myoblast cells, azide modified 
Alexa488 for mouse embryonic stem cells) to the ethynyl-
group of the nucleotide according to manufactures instruc-
tions (baseclick). For cells with an additional chase after 
replication labeling, EdU containing medium was replaced 

after careful washing in 1xPBS by normal growth medium 
for 80 min before fixation. Mouse myoblasts were counter-
stained in Sytox Orange (0.5 mM), mESCs were stained in 
DAPI (5 mg/ml), postfixed in 4% formaldehyde/PBS for 
10 min and mounted in antifade mounting medium (Vec-
tashield).

3D-STRUCTURED ILLUMINATION MICROSCOPY (3D-SIM)
Super-resolution structured illumination imaging was 

performed on a Zeiss Elyra 7 microscope equipped with a 
63x/1.46 alpha Plan-Apochromat oil immersion objective 

Figure 3. ANC-INC model and the topography of transcription. (A) Voxel-based classification of DAPI stained DNA into seven intensity classes with equal intensity 
variance as proxy for relative chromatin compaction differences visualized as color-coded heat map in an optical SIM serial section of a mouse myoblast nucleus. Inset 
magnification with encircled areas in each class exemplifies chromatin domain clusters (CDCs) with a zonal organization of decondensed CDCs at the periphery adjacent 
to the interchromatin compartment (IC) and higher compacted chromatin located in the CDC interior. (B) Schematic overview of functional assignment of DNA intensity 
(chromatin compaction) classes. The lowest DNA density class 1 represents the interchromatin compartment (IC), proposed as the preferred transport system for imported 
proteins, exported RNPs, and the formation of macromolecular aggregates. Intensity classes 2–3 comprise low-compacted chromatin lining the IC (perichromatin region, 
PR). The PR represents the periphery of chromatin domains (CDs) and chromatin domain clusters (CDCs) and is the preferential nuclear subcompartment for transcription. 
Voxels of classes 1-3 are attributed to the active nuclear compartment (ANC), class 4 denotes a transition zone, classes 5–7 comprise the compact chromatin of the inactive 
nuclear compartment (INC). (C) Estimated relation of voxels attributed to intensity classes 1–7 as proxy for relative chromatin compaction differences by SIM to absolute 
DNA intensities as shown in Fig. 2A for SMLM images (note the different color-coding schemes). Voxels of classes 5–7, attributed to the inactive nuclear compartment 
(INC), have estimated intensities >40 Mb/µm3 (compare Fig. 2A), voxels of classes 1- 3/4, the active nuclear compartment (ANC) have intensities <40 Mb/µm3. (D) Relative 
distribution of DNA density classes based on a quantitative 3D SIM analysis of the DAPI stained nucleus shown in A. (E) Example for the quantitative mapping of ‘active 
transcription’ marks H3K4m3 and RNAPII of a human hematopoietic progenitor cell on DNA intensity classes delineated as relative distribution (top) or as over/under-
-representation (bottom) in the respective intensity classes. The profiles show a clear enrichment of these marks in the low intensity classes 1–4 and an under-representation 
in classes 5–7 indicating that transcription occurs predominantly in the ANC (adapted from Fig. 5 in [47], for experimental details see [50]).
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(Carl Zeiss, Jena). Raw data image stacks were acquired 
with 13 raw images per plane and an axial distance of 
116 nm. Dual color images were recorded sequentially. 
561 nm and 640 nm lasers were guided by a quadband 
reflector module (LBF 405/488/561/642) to the sample. 
Fluorescence was collected and then split by a Duolink 
filter (SBS BP490 – 560 + LP650, Carl Zeiss, Jena) onto 
two cameras. Atto655 was excited using the 640 nm laser 
and wavelengths above 650 nm were imaged on camera 
1, and Sytox Orange fluorescence was excited by the 561 
nm Laser and wavelengths between 560 nm and 640 nm 
were collected on camera 2. SIM image reconstruction 
was done in the Zeiss Zen Black software. For replication 
studies of chromocenters shown in Fig. 6, 3D-SIM was 
carried out using an OMX Version 3 (Applied Precision) 
microscope equipped with a UPlan APO 100 × 1.4 NA 
oil-immersion objective (Olympus), illumination lasers 
for 405 and 488 nm and Photometrics Cascade II EMCCD 
cameras for the respective color channels. Samples were 
screened on a personal Delta Vision (pDV, Applied Pre-
cision) microscope, a conventional wide field microscope 
equipped with a motorized stage, a 60 × 1.4 NA oil-im-
mersion objective, a Xe-illumination and a Photometrics 
Cool-Snap camera. For each image taken with the pDV, 
the position of the motorized stage, which is compatible 
to the OMX stage, was saved. Samples were mounted on 
the OMX (1.512 oil), stage coordinates were transferred 
and the respective positions were imaged. According 
to the size of the nucleus depicted, image stacks with a 
z-distance of 0.125 μm were acquired at a resolution of 
512 × 512 or 256 × 256 pixels, corresponding to an imag-
ing area of 40 × 40 μm or 20 × 20 μm, respectively (acqui-
sition software: DeltaVisionOMX Vers. 2.25). The image 
raw data was subsequently reconstructed to high resolu-
tion images using the SoftWorx Vers. 5.1.0 software. Final 
processing (i.e. thresholding and composition) of recon-
structed images was done in Fiji (ImageJ) and Photoshop.

3D ASSESSMENT OF SYTOX INTENSITY 
CLASSES AS PROXY FOR CHROMATIN 
COMPACTION CLASSIFICATION

Nuclei voxels were identified automatically from the 
Sytox channel (560–640 nm) intensities using Gaussian 
filtering and a fixed threshold of 0.003. We found that 
due to different noise levels the fixed threshold was more 
reliable than an automatic threshold determination. For 
chromatin quantification a 3D mask was generated in R 
to define the nuclear space considered for the segmen-
tation of Sytox signals into seven classes with equal in-
tensity variance by a previously described in house algo-
rithm [50] available on request. In brief, a hidden Markov 
random field model classification was used, combining 
a finite Gaussian mixture model with a spatial model 
(Potts model), implemented in the statistics software R 
[51]. This approach allows threshold-independent signal 
intensity classification at the voxel level, based on the in-
tensity of an individual voxel. Color or gray value heat 
maps of the seven intensity classes in individual nuclei 
were generated in ImageJ.

SEMI-AUTOMATIC SEGMENTATION OF EDU-
LABELED SIGNALS AND THEIR QUANTITATIVE 
ALLOCATION ON 3D CHROMATIN 
COMPACTION (SYTOX INTENSITY) CLASSES

Individual voxels of EdU signals of the respective mark-
er channel were segmented using a semi-automatic thresh-
olding algorithm (using custom-built scripts for the open-
source statistical software R http://www.r-project.org, 
available on request). Xyz-coordinates of segmented voxels 
were mapped to the seven DNA intensity classes. The rel-
ative frequency of intensity weighted signals mapped on 
each Sytox intensity class was used to calculate the rela-
tive distribution of signals over chromatin classes. For each 
studied nucleus, the total number of voxels counted for each 
intensity class and the total number of voxels identified for 
the respective EdU signals were set to 1. As an estimate of 
over/under representations (relative depletion/enrich-
ment) of marker signals in the respective intensity classes, 
we calculated the difference between the fraction of voxels 
calculated for the EdU signals and the corresponding per-
centage points obtained for the fraction of voxels for a given 
Sytox intensity class. This difference was then normalized to 
the respective fraction of voxels in a given Sytox class. Cal-
culations of Sytox intensity classes and relative distributions 
of EdU signals were performed on single-cell level. Average 
values over all nuclei were used for evaluation of the rela-
tive depletion and enrichment of EdU signals and plotting. 
For a detailed description, see [47,50].

CALCULATION OF RATIO IMAGES

Ratio images were calculated using Fiji. First, the mask 
of the cell nucleus as determined under “3D assessment of 
Sytox intensity classes as proxy for chromatin compaction classi-
fication” was applied to both the SYTOX Orange SIM images 
and the EdU SIM images. The resulting z-stacks contained 
the total Sytox and total EdU signal intensities inside the 3D 
cell nucleus. The sum intensity across the 3D stacks yields 
then the total intensities of SYTOX Orange and EdU chan-
nels corresponding to the total amount of SYTOX bound to 
DNA and the total EdU signals within the cell nucleus. We 
then divided for each channel each image of the masked 3D 
SIM stack by the respective sum intensity. For the SYTOX 
image, each pixel intensity in such a normalized image then 
corresponds to the fraction of DNA bound SYTOX mole-
cules, and for the EdU image, each pixel corresponds to the 
fraction of EdU signals. EdU to SYTOX ratio images were 
calculated by dividing the normalized EdU images by the 
normalized SYTOX images. The ratio Ri in a pixel i is given 
by

with IEdU
i being the intensity in pixel i of the EdU channel, 

ISYTOX
i being the intensity of pixel i in the SYTOX channel, 

and IEdU
Total and ISYTOX

Total being the total intensity in the EdU 
and SYTOX channel respectively.
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RESULTS

Using 3D-SIM, we addressed the topography of DNA 
replication in the context of the ANC-INC model with the 
following questions: are active replication sites preferential-
ly seen in decondensed chromatin classes assigned to the 
ANC, similar to transcriptionally active/competent chro-
matin? To what extent differs the distribution of labeled 
RDs during ongoing replication from RDs after accom-
plished replication indicating a dynamic process of chroma-
tin during/after replication?

Nuclei of mouse myoblasts (Pmi28 cells) were pulse-rep-
lication labeled for 10 min with EdU and fixed either im-
mediately thereafter or after an additional chase of 80 min 
respectively. These two time points were chosen for the fol-
lowing rationale: replication in mammalians proceeds with 
a speed of about 2–3 kb/min along the DNA strand [12] 
where one replicon (the DNA segment replicated by a sin-
gle initiation site) covers on average 150–200 kb [25]. As 3–6 
adjacent replicons typically fire synchronously and form 
0.5–1Mb replication domains [11,52] (see also Fig. 1), the full 

replication of an entire RD takes about 1h. In reverse, within 
a 10 min replication pulse about 10–20% of an individual RD 
are labeled. This approach yields >1000 3D-SIM detectable 
EdU foci at a given time point (data not shown, compare 
[25,36,37]). Within a subsequent 80min chase the replication 
of an entire ~1Mb RD should be fully accomplished, accord-
ingly this condition represents the post-replication status of 
a labeled RD. The replication of clustered replication foci in 
large heterochromatin blocks, constituting chromocenters 
of several Mb in mouse nuclei, may take longer [53,54].

Nuclei were counterstained with Sytox Orange, a fluo-
rescent DNA dye without DNA sequence binding prefer-
ence [44]. Optical serial sections of labeled nuclei with ei-
ther replicating CDs (10 min EdU pulse) or replicated CDs 
(10min EdU pulse + 80 min chase) were categorized visually 
with either a typical early or late replication pattern. (Fig. 4 
and 5). The respective inset magnifications of both series in 
nuclei with an early replication pattern showed replication 
foci covering all density classes on respective heatmaps, 
with labeled segments often expanding over several class-
es (Fig. 4A–B). In nuclei after an 80 min chase (Fig. 4B) the 

Figure 4. Light optical mid-sections from whole 3D-SIM acquisitions of nuclei with an early replication pattern. (A) Nucleus fixed after 10 min EdU pulse labeling with 
replicating RDs/CDs. (B) Nucleus fixed after an 80 min chase shows replicated CDs. Representative inset magnifications show an overlay of labeled RD borders on DNA 
intensity heatmaps (left: DNA staining, middle: corresponding heatmap of DNA intensity classes, right: labeled RDs). Labeled RDs are seen both at decondensed chroma-
tin sites and in or at the surface of compacted chromatin domain clusters. Note the localization of replicated CDs in small condensed heterochromatic islets throughout 
early replicating euchromatic regions (size bars = 5 µm). 3D-SIM acquisitions of the whole nuclei are provided in Supplemental Movies S_movie_1and 2.
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preferential localization of EdU labeled sites in the small 
compacted island-like cores which are part of early replicat-
ing ‘euchromatic’ regions is of note.

The visual impression in nuclei with a late replication 
pattern, which is essentially, though not exclusively char-
acterized by the replication of large heterochromatin blocks 

Figure 5. Light optical mid-sections from whole 3D-SIM acquisitions of nuclei with a late replication pattern. (A) Nucleus fixed after 10 min EdU pulse labeling with repli-
cating RDs/CDs. (B) Nucleus with replicated CDs fixed after an 80 min chase. Representative inset magnifications show late replicating chromocenters (left: DNA staining, 
middle: corresponding heatmap of DNA intensity classes, right: labeled RDs/CDs). Replicating CDs (A) show the preferential localization of labeled RDs in decondensed 
chromatin, extending into or through chromocenters. After the chase (B), fully replicated CDs are seen within highly condensed chromatin clusters (size bars = 5 µm). 3D-
-SIM acquisitions of the whole nuclei are provided in Supplemental Movies S_movie_3-4.
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(chromocenters) differed remarkably between both se-
ries: as exemplified in Fig. 5, in cells with replicating CDs 
(10 min pulse) EdU signals were preferentially located in 
regions of decreased chromatin compaction permeating the 
chromocenters (Fig. 5A). In contrast, nuclei with replicated 
CDs recorded after the 80 min chase (Fig. 5B) revealed la-
beled DNA segments mostly in highly compacted clusters 
of chromocenters. 3D-stacks of whole nuclei are provided in 
supplementary movies S1-4.

For comparison, a series of EdU-replication patterns of 
chromocenters in undifferentiated female mouse embryon-
ic stem cells (mESCs), pulse-labeled with EdU for 10 min, 
and fixed immediately after the pulse or after an addition-
al chase of 20, 40, 60 and 80 min, is provided in Fig. 6. In 
these cells the width of major IC-channnels pervading the 
chromocenters appears wider compared to the somatic cells 
shown in Fig. 5. This experiment illustrates the location of 
replicating DNA located both within and at the edge of 
wide IC-channels pervading the interior of chromocenters 
in the first three time points (0, 20, 40 min chase), followed 
by a subsequent relocation into the lining heterochromatin 
(60, 80 min chase).

For the mouse myoblast (Pmi28) cells a 3D quantitative 
assessment of the distribution of EdU-labeled signals over 
the seven DNA intensity classes was performed from five 
nuclei of each series. The delineation as relative over- or 
underrepresentation in each DNA density class confirmed 
their representation in all classes (Fig. 7, compare also 
Fig. 3E). For early replicating DNA (Fig. 7A, blue columns) 
these plots reveal a slight underrepresentation in classes 1–2 
and an overrepresentation in classes 4-6 (marginal in class 
7) in nuclei fixed after the 10 min pulse. In contrast, after 

Figure 6. EdU-Replication Patterns of DAPI stained chromocenters in undifferentiated mouse female ESCs. Cells were pulse-labeled with EdU (green) for 10 min, and fixed 
immediately after the pulse (panel A) or after an additional chase of 20, 40, 60 and 80 min (panels B–E). For comparison, panels A’–E’ show the DAPI stained chromocen-
ters alone (grey). (bar = 1 μm). This experiment illustrates the location of replicating DNA both within and at the edge of wide IC-channels pervading the interior of large 
heterochromatin blocks, called chromocenters after a 10 min EdU pulse and chase periods of 20 and 40 min (evident in panels A–C), followed by a clearly recognizable 
relocation into the lining heterochromatin during longer chase periods (D and E). Taken from unpublished images from Michael Sterr, diploma thesis, “Three Dimensional 
Structured Illumination Microscopy Studies of the Nuclear Architecture in Murine Embryonic Stem Cell and Preimplantation Embryos”, LMU 2012.

Figure 7. Relative representation of EdU-labeled RDs on respective DNA inten-
sity classes in Pmi28 mouse myoblasts. Quantified levels of relative enrichment/
over-representation (positive values) or depletion/under-representation (negati-
ve values) of labeled RDs in the seven chromatin compaction classes plotted as 
x-fold excess. (A) Early RDs after 10min pulse labeling (blue) and after 80 min 
chase (grey). (B) Late RDs after 10min pulse labeling (brown) and after 80 min 
chase (orange). An over-representation in classes 5–7 is higher in RDs recorded 
after an 80min chase, both for early and late replicating chromatin. For each series 
5 nuclei (each comprising between 30-40 optical sections were evaluated. Note 
the different scales in Y-axis for “fold increase”. Error bars delineate standard 
deviations.
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the additional 80min chase the replicated DNA was found 
strongly overrepresented in classes 5–7 (grey columns in 
Fig. 7A), with the most prominent increase in class 7, the 
latter, however, represents only a small fraction (<5%) of the 
total DNA. This shift toward high intensity classes indicates 
a dynamic behavior of early replicating chromatin during 
the chase. Quantitative assessment of late replicating chro-
matin (Fig. 7B) shows essentially similar results, however, 
the overrepresentation of late replicating DNA in intensity 
classes 6–7 is higher (Fig. 7B, brown bars), in agreement that 
late replicating DNA mainly comprises pericentromeric het-
erochromatin. This over-representation becomes distinctly 
more pronounced after the 80 min chase. The distribution 
of EdU labeling clearly refutes our prediction that labeling 
should be predominantly observed in low DNA intensity 
classes.

Evidence for a dynamic behavior of pulse-labeled chro-
matin during the chase period is supported by color-coded 
ratio images of normalized EdU signals and DNA signal 
intensities (Fig. 8). 3D-stacks of whole nuclei are provided 
in supplementary movies S_5-8. In case of a rapid redistri-

bution of replicated chromatin we would expect ratios close 
to 1 (dark purple) indicating that the amount of replicated 
chromatin reflects the DNA density at a given site. Instead, 
we observed in nuclei with replicating domains (Fig. 8 left 
panels, in A and B) still big clusters with increased ratios 
>4 (yellow/white) indicating an excess of labeled chroma-
tin surrounded by larger EdU-labeled regions with ratios of 
1–3 (purple-red). In nuclei studied after the 80 min chase 
(Fig. 8 right panels in A-B) purple/red colored regions are 
more prominent at the cost of the yellow/white clusters 
suggesting a more uniform distribution of the EdU signal. 
Notably, distinct white dots mark preferably the periphery 
of EdU-labeled early and late replicated regions indicating 
that the process of the redistribution of replicated chromatin 
was not completed during the chase period.

DISCUSSION
With this study we tested the hypothesis that genome 

replication, like transcription, also takes place in the ANC 
(see Introduction, Fig. 3B). Previous studies on transcrip-
tional topography based on quantitative 3D image analysis 

Figure 8. Color-coded ratio images of normalized EdU signals and DNA signal intensities. (A–B) Light optical mid-plane sections of the same nuclei as in Figs. 4 and 5 are 
presented as color-coded ratio images of normalized EdU signals and DNA signal intensities. Ratio 1 (dark purple) indicates an amount of EdU signals proportional to 
the amount of DNA. Ratios 2 to ≥5 indicate the respective excess of EdU labeled DNA. Note clusters with increased ratios >4 (yellow/white) surrounded by EdU-labeled 
regions with ratios of 1–3 (purple-red) in nuclei of cells fixed immediately aft the 10 min EdU pulse (left). These clusters were much less pronounced in nuclei studied after 
the 80 min chase (right). Distinct white dots at the periphery of EdU-labeled early and late replicated regions indicate the presence little sites with a fivefold excess of EdU 
labeled DNA. We interprete these observations as an indication of the not yet completed process of redistribution of EdU-labeled DNA required to restore the original 
DNA landscape. After completion we would expect a rather uniform pseudo-coloring of EdU-labelled regions close to ratio 1 (deep purple). Acquisitions of the whole 
nuclei are provided in Supplemental Movies S_movie_5-8
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of nuclei in human, mouse and bovine cell types record-
ed with 3D SIM had consistently demonstrated a relative 
over-representation of RNAPII and of epigenetic marks for 
active chromatin in low DNA density classes, attributed to 
the ANC, and an under-representation in high DNA inten-
sity classes, attributed to the INC [36,37,44,46-48] (for an ex-
ample, see Fig. 3E). Unexpectedly, replication pulse-label-
ing experiments (10 min EdU) with replicating CDs demon-
strated a relative under-representation of EdU-labeled DNA 
in low intensity classes 1–2, and an over-representation in 
high density classes 5–7 (Fig. 7). This disproportional dis-
tribution became even more prominent after an additional 
80 min chase and emphasizes a dynamic process between 
these two time points. A decisive difference between tran-
scription and replication of DNA arises from the fact that 
only a very limited set of DNA sequences is involved in ac-
tive transcription within the ANC at any given time point. 
Such sequences are likely to remain there for a considerable 
time even in case of transcription going on in bursts [55]. Re-
location of coding and regulatory sequences into the com-
pact core region of a CD is considered only for cases, where 
genes are permanently shut off. In contrast, the require-
ments of replication where each sequence must be replicat-
ed once within a given time window are strongly different. 
 At face value, our results suggest that DNA replication is 
accomplished on site also within INC-chromatin. A similar 
observation was reported in a recent paper of the group of 
Cristina Cardoso [56], where quantitative mapping of EdU 
labeled replication foci on chromatin compaction class-
es in different cell types revealed a substantial fraction of 
early replicating DNA in higher compaction classes. Simi-
larly, Miron et al. [37] showed a remarkable co-localization 
of early replicating chromatin with H3M20me3, a histone 
marker assigned to heterochromatin [57]. Still, the relative 
under-representation of EdU signals in low DNA intensity 
classes does not exclude ongoing replication occurring in 
the ANC, in line with previously published data that late 
replicating chromatin in the large heterochromatin blocks 
of chromocenters recorded by super-resolved images was 
preferentially noted in rather decondensed channels per-
vading these blocks [37,58,59]. Notably, wide IC-channels 
pervading chromocenters provide particularly fitting exper-
imental situations to study the replication of repetitive DNA 
within decondensed DNA (ANC) and their re-location into 
heterochromatin lining these channels (Figs. 5 and 6). Argu-
ably, similar movements take place in chromatin domains 
with regard to the replication of repressed core regions (Fig. 
2). Further studies are necessary to prove or falsify this hy-
pothesis.

In the following, we attempt to integrate our current ob-
servations into the context of current knowledge about the 
4D nucleome based on a critical assessment of the limited 
spatial resolution with 3D SIM, and the limited time res-
olution of the entire genome replication process achieved 
with an EdU-pulse labeling of 10 min and a chase period 
of 80 min. Several possibilities can be considered to ex-
plain the apparent execution of DNA replication within the 
INC. First, heterochromatin may be less densely compact-
ed than suggested by [29] thus enabling the penetration of 
replisome complexes formed in the IC-channels into zonal 
regions with increasingly compact chromatin (Fig. 2C–D). 

This explanation would be in line with a relatively open 
configuration of CDs (Fig. 2B). Second, an interpretation 
could, however, also be reconciled with the CD model pre-
dicting a highly compact core region surrounded by de-
condensed chromatin [29,37] (Fig. 2A, C), with additional 
assumptions on the space-time dynamics during and after 
CD replication. A replicon may be considered responsible 
for the replication a chromatin nanodomain (CND) of about 
100 kb, (for review see [60]) located in the core region of 
such a CD. Local decondensation of such a CND would 
not solve the accessibility problem of a replisome complex 
formed outside the CD in case that the CND is still sur-
rounded by a rim of highly compact chromatin, but leaves 
the option that individual components of such a machine 
move into the core region and form the replisome complex 
inside. Alternatively, the whole CND may be moved into 
the periphery of the CD, forming a replicon there composed 
of decondensed chromatin. With a lateral resolution of ~120 
nm and an axial resolution of ~300 nm, 3D-SIM lacks the 
spatial resolution to explore chromatin substructures with-
in CDs. The true size and compaction of a CND or even a 
smaller sized nucleosome clutch (<10 kb) [27,28] (for review 
see [60]) with a physical configuration below the resolution 
limit cannot be measured. With 3D SIM, we can dissect only 
the formation of EdU labeled clusters with sizes exceeding 
the resolution limit resulting from a spatial accumulation of 
numerous submicroscopic events of chromatin duplication. 
 In addition to the limited spatial resolution of 3D SIM, the 
observation of details of genome replication within CDs is 
also limited by a lack of time resolution of snap-shots of 
nuclei recorded and quantitatively assessed after two time 
points, either fixed immediately after a 10 min pulse or after 
an additional 80 min chase. Both shorter and longer time 
points need to be studied for a more detailed insight into 
the dynamic movements of chromatin involved in CD rep-
lication. Under the assumption that replication of CDs oc-
curs along decondensed stretches of nucleosome clutches, 
followed by rapid compaction and further that the replicat-
ed nucleosome clutches are closely spaced and form larger 
compacted aggregates already within a pulse-labelling pe-
riod of 10 min, they will be detected in high density classes 
attributed to the INC despite all ongoing replication taking 
place in decondensed chromatin. This could explain our ob-
servation of an overrepresentation of EdU signals in high 
density DNA classes in “snapshots” of early replicating nu-
clei recorded with 3D SIM already after 10 min pulse-label-
ling notwithstanding a necessity for a rapid, transient chro-
matin decondensation at sites of ongoing replication. A rep-
lication fork acts at both sides of a replicon with a speed of 
2–3 kbp/min of newly replicated DNA [12,25]. Accordingly, 
the replication of a 10 kb nucleosome clutch may require 
less than 5 min. Even with higher microscopic resolution, a 
10 min EdU pulse may be too long to confirm or exclude a 
rapid local decompaction and recompaction of nucleosome 
clutches.

A chase time of 80 min was likely sufficient for comple-
tion of DNA replication of pulse-labeled CDs, but apparent-
ly too short for a complete restoration of the replicated CDs 
within the context of the nuclear landscape. Understanding 
the spatial dynamics of labeled chromatin awaits further 
studies with both improved spatial and time resolution, ide-
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ally live cell approaches [61]. Arguably, condensed chroma-
tin is the default chromatin state in higher eukaryotic cells 
[31]. In line with this, replication of a mother CD with a con-
densed core region and transcriptionally active periphery 
(Fig. 2C) may initially yield two largely inactive daughter 
CDs. This default state requires an ATP-dependent process 
for the reformation of transcriptionally active loops, likely 
including ATP-dependent remodeling complexes like SWI/
SNF [32]. Apparently, the restructuring of each replicated 
CDs takes much longer than the time of ~1 hour needed for 
DNA replication. For more detailed insights into the entire 
dynamic process, CD replication microscopy with higher 
resolution than 3D SIM is required to study genome replica-
tion at the level of nucleosome clutches of individual repli-
cons. It also essential to visualize the replication machinery 
together with replicating DNA, as well as other machineries 
involved in the reconfiguration of replicated chromatin. Ide-
ally, one would like to study these events live in individual 
cells. Recently developed Hi-C methods, such as sister-chro-
matid-sensitive Hi-C, where Hi-C contacts can be classified 
as cis- or trans-sister contact, enable the discrimination of 
sister chromatids in replicated chromosomes [63]. This 
opens a way to reveal how sister chromatids fold relative to 
each other and enable investigations on the conformation of 
replicated chromosomes.

For a comprehensive understanding of genome replica-
tion, it is necessary to understand the space-dynamics of 
an interphase chromatin organization that allows the ap-
parently instantaneous formation of mitotic chromosomes 
with two sister chromatids at the onset of prophase required 
for the faithful separation of chromatids during anaphase 
[64] and the rapid reformation of functional 4D nucleomes 
in daughter cells. The spatial separation of daughter CDs 
arranged along the two sister chromatids formed in each 
CT during S-phase likely starts as soon as such a pair is 
formed. Separation of sister chromatids in G2-CTs precedes 
the rapid formation of mitotic chromosomes with distinct 
sister chromatids [65-67]. According to a recent study, the 
loop-extruding activity of cohesin is required to resolve sis-
ter chromatids during G2 [68]. Cohesin depletion, however, 
does not prevent cells to enter mitosis forming mitotic chro-
mosomes with distinct chromatids able to perform chroma-
tid segregation, though frequently with misalignment [36].
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SUPPLEMENTARY MOVIES
S_movie 1. Whole acquisition of nucleus shown in Fig. 4A (early replica-

tion, 10min EdU pulse)
S_movie 2. Whole acquisition of nucleus shown in Fig. 4B (early replica-

tion, 10min EdU pulse+80min chase)
S_movie 3. Whole acquisition of nucleus shown in Fig. 5A (late replica-

tion, 10min EdU pulse)
S_movie 4. Whole acquisition of nucleus shown in Fig. 5B (late replica-

tion, 10min EdU pulse+80min chase)

S_movie 5. Whole acquisition of nucleus shown in Fig. 8A left (ratio im-
age, early replication, 10min EdU pulse)

S_movie 6. Whole acquisition of nucleus shown in Fig. 8A right (ratio im-
age, early replication, 10min EdU pulse+80min chase)

S_movie 7. Whole acquisition of nucleus shown in Fig. 8B left (ratio im-
age, late replication, 10min EdU pulse)

S_movie 8. Whole acquisition of nucleus shown in Fig. 8B right (ratio im-
age, late replication, 10min EdU pulse+80min chase)


